Welcome to the new full-range LEGO® brochure. Here you'll find something for everyone: Mum always enjoys a trip to LEGOLAND®, Dad perhaps has his eye on the Enzo Ferrari, big sister will go straight to the CLIKITS™ pages, and there are some cute things for the baby next door too! And for you? Well, there's the new soccer stadium, ready for the 2006 World Cup, the amazingly cool world of EXO-FORCE™, fantastic Creator and Technic models, Harry Potter™ and Star Wars™, tough action with the Vikings, BIONICLE® and KNIGHTS' KINGDOM™, and... well – take a look for yourself. You won't be disappointed!

Did you know that all three types of LEGO® bricks fit together?

**LEGO System**
- From 4 years

**LEGO DUPLO**
- 2-6 years

**LEGO QUATRO**
- 1-3 years
welcome to LEGO® Ville!

All new January

New March

4960 Giant Zoo
2-5 years.

4961 Fun Zoo
2-5 years.

4966 Friendly Zoo
2-5 years.

4962 Baby Zoo
2-5 years.
LEGO Baby

Baby's first train set. Connect the cars, toot the horn, give it a push and off you go! Designed to encourage infant crawling.
5463 Play Train
From 6 months.

This fun, cheerful house contains lots of bricks in different colours and shapes to sort and stack. Stimulates your baby's hand-eye coordination.
5461 Shape Sorter House
From 6 months.

Ideal toy for your baby's bathtime play. When the boat is pushed down into the water it will whistle through its chimney. Lots of splash-time fun!
5462 Bathtime Boat
6-18 months.

LEGO Quatro

Quatro™: the new, bigger, softer LEGO® brick for young builders

New June

LEGO QUATRO™: from 1-3 years
LEGO DUPLO®: from 2-7 years

An exciting collection of bricks for the youngest member of the family, including the very first QUATRO figure.
5470 My First QUATRO™ Figure
1-3 years.

Construction quickly turns huge when building with these big bricks.
5357 QUATRO™ 75
1-3 years.

Let your child have fun building a tower taller than themselves.
5356 QUATRO™ 50
1-3 years.
with LEGO® DUPLO® sets the building fun goes on and on!

4080 Brick Bucket Small
2-5 years.

2598 Large Red Building Plate
2-5 years.

2304 Large Building Plate
2-5 years.

All the LEGO® DUPLO bricks your child needs to build houses and vehicles, including two figures, windows and a chassis with wheels.

5480 LEGO® DUPLO® Town Building
2-5 years.

The ideal foundation for any toddler’s wildest dreams. Pack of three.

2198 Building Plates (x3)
2-5 years.

A fantastic introduction to LEGO DUPLO building fun: This deluxe starter set in a handy storage tub includes a building plate, figures and playground elements, plus lots of LEGO DUPLO bricks to stimulate your child's creativity.

7792 LEGO® DUPLO® Deluxe Starter Tub
2-5 years.

A variety of shapes and colours toddlers can use to create a world of their own.

2242 Brick Starters
2-5 years.
There's always work to be done down on the farm!

Working winch – lift hay into the barn

4665 Big Farm
2-5 years.

4686 Fun Farm
2-5 years.

4683 Pony and Cart
2-5 years.

4687 Tractor-Trailer
2-5 years.
LEGO DUPLO®

2-5 years

LEGO® Ville

New January

4686 Fun Farm
2-5 years.

4690 The Stables
2-5 years.

4658 Farm Animals
2-5 years.

4969 Tractor Fun
2-5 years.
There's never a dull moment in LEGO® Ville!
The Helicopter Rescue Unit has just returned from a mission. Help the crew carry the patient to the waiting ambulance and off to hospital as quickly as possible! 7841 Helicopter Rescue Unit 3-6 years.

Fire Rescue alert! A cool fire rescue truck from the LEGO DUPLO Airport range featuring two firemen, fire hoses, water cannon and real light and sound. 7844 Rescue Truck 3-6 years.

Super, action-packed airport set. Check the engines in the repair shop, use the truck to pull the plane into position, load her up with the forklift and receive clearance from the control tower. Get ready for take-off! 7840 Airport Action Set 3-6 years.

The Jet Fuel Truck is a really important feature at any airport, filling up all types of planes with fuel. This one is ready and raring to go! 7842 Jet Fuel Truck 3-6 years.
Go further!
2734 Straight Rails
2-5 years.

Go round!
2735 Curved Rails
2-5 years.

The fun circus train has come to town. Can you see the baby giraffe and elephant?
3770 My First Train
1½-4 years.

Pick up more passengers at this great new station.
Fun to build – lots to do!
3778 Station
2-5 years.

Stop the traffic!
Lower the barriers!
The train is coming through!
3773 Level Crossing
2-5 years.

An exciting motorized train set, great for young role-play fun: a passenger train, lots of track, a level crossing and a small platform. All aboard!
3771 Train Starter Set
2-5 years.
Exciting new big bridge. More than 102 cm long!
3774 Bridge 2-5 years.

Move the points to change direction!
3775 Points 2-5 years.

A great motorized train set complete with everything a young train driver needs to get moving. There's enough track to make different track layouts and the points are easy for small hands to handle. Includes a freight train, two wagons, loading station and lots more! Loads of activity for hours of fun.
3772 De Luxe Train Set 2-5 years.
The baddies are attacking the castle with their catapult. Knights, put on your armour and let the battle begin! Man the towers, lower the portcullis and empty the cauldron of bricks on their heads! But whatever you do, keep them away from the treasure!

4777 Knights' Castle
3-6 years.

Our bravest knight and faithful squire, clad in special armour, are ready to ride out to battle. Raise your sword and shield!

4775 Knight and Squire
3-6 years.

The dangerous Dragon Knight has a new secret weapon: a rolling seige tower! Can you help the Good Knight defend his rocky outpost?

4779 Defence Tower
3-6 years.
Dragon attack! Fun set with brave knight and evil dragon for instant role-play battle action!

4784 Dark Dragon
3-6 years.

Help the brave Silver Knight and his dragon take on the evil keepers of Dark Dragon Castle! Huge castle with lots of rooms and turrets, equipped with weapons, ladders, pulleys, flags and much more. Build, destroy and rebuild in lots of different ways for hours of big building, big battle fun!

4785 Dark Dragon Castle
4-7 years.
The royal horse and carriage are ready to take the princess to the Palace. The handsome prince awaits! Princess Tower included.

4821 Princess' Horse and Carriage 3-6 years.

4822 Princess Bedroom 3-6 years.

Hair can be combed!

A beautiful palace your little princess can build herself, complete with towers, a clock, a merry-go-round, bedroom, banqueting hall – in fact, everything she has ever dreamed of.

4820 Princess Palace 3-6 years.
LEGO® Creator sets are full of good ideas – you’ll find as many as 40 in the Idea Book that comes with many of the sets. Don’t forget that your new Creator bricks can be used with all your LEGO QUATRO™ and DUPLO® bricks!

Now that’s a good idea!

7795 LEGO® Deluxe Starter Crate
From 4 years.

4407 Transportation
From 4 years.

626 Green Building Plate
(32 x 32 studs)
From 3 years.

628 Building Plate
(48 x 48 studs)
From 3 years.

4103 Fun with Bricks
4-9 years.
Endless possibilities!

These LEGO® Creator sets are packed full of LEGO bricks that allow you to build according to instructions or move on and build whatever comes to mind. The "X"in1 logo on each box shows you how many model options you can choose from. So, what are you waiting for ... there's no end to the possibilities or the fun!

4892 Prehistoric Power 6-12 years.

4891 Highway Haulers 6-12 years.
Time for splendid palaces and never-ending Fairytales!

Step inside the new Winter Wonder Palace and find the perfect setting for your very own fairytale – or drive into adventures with the Fairytale Carriage. With four popular Hans Christian Andersen sets and some real-life action at the Riding School, LEGO® BELVILLE™ has something for every girl’s dreams!

5941 Riding School 5-10 years.
5960 The Mermaid Castle 5-10 years.
5961 The Snow Queen 5-10 years.
5962 The Tinderbox 5-10 years.
5963 The Princess and the Pea 5-10 years.
CLIKITS™ — always new, always trendy. Fantastic beauty sets and room decorations for you and your friends to make — every day a new design. Click your own personal look and find out how much fun “CLIKITS goes Hawaii” can be!

CLIKITS — Click it your way!

New flower element!

7549 Totally Tropical Décor Set
6-12 years.

www.CLIKITS.com
New elements!

7545 Candy Pink Jewels 'n' More
From 6 years.

7555 Glitter & Sparkle Beauty Kit
From 6 years.

7554 Pearly Pink Bracelet & Bands
From 6 years.

7548 Fun Flamingo
Frames 'n' More
From 6 years.

7546 Tropical Breeze
Jewels 'n' More
From 6 years.
Clikits

Best Friends

7540
Friends 4-Ever Jewels ‘n’ More
From 6 years.

7538
Totally CLIKITS™ Fashion Bag and Accessories!
From 6 years.

Lights up to the beat!

7542
Flashin’ Fashion Frame
6-99 years.

4874
Best Friend Notes
6-99 years.

4875
Best Friend Bangles & Rings
6-99 years.

4876
Best Friend Hair Bands
6-99 years.
7514 Friendship Frames 'n' Notes
6-99 years.

7527 Pretty in Pink Beauty Set
6-99 years.

7533 Dots 'n' Hearts Jewels & Key Ring
6-99 years.

7534 Sunny Daze Jewels & Key Ring
6-99 years.

7535 Hip-to-be-Square Jewels & Key Ring
6-99 years.

7536 Magic Magnets Set
6-99 years.

7537 Retro Chic Cosmetics Bag
From 6 years.
LEGO® City Airport – Let’s fly!

It’s always busy at the airport, so hurry and check in your luggage. The ground team makes sure that all the suitcases are loaded onto the plane in time. Enjoy your flight!
Time to go onboard!
LEGO® City Hospital – Every city needs one!

With its ambulance and helicopter, the LEGO® City Hospital is as busy as ever – what would we do without all the clever doctors and nurses?!
Winch up the patient!
LEGO® City sets – with all the fun and action from life in the Big Smoke!

Live out the excitement of being a policeman or a fire fighter! The models are designed for easy building and instant play action – ready for kids aged 5+.

Stop, thief!

- 7241 Fire Car From 5 years.
- 7240 Fire Station From 5 years.
- 7238 Fire Helicopter From 5 years.
- 7239 Fire Truck From 5 years.
- 7236 Police Car From 5 years.
- 7237 Police Station From 5 years.
- 7245 Prisoner Transport From 5 years.
- 7235 Police Motorcycle From 5 years.
LEGO CITY

Help the road construction team!
LEGO World City

7249 XXL Mobile Crane
From 6 years.

4512 Cargo Train
From 8 years.

7242 Street Sweeper
From 5 years.

7246 Mini-Digger
From 5 years.

7248 Digger
From 5 years.

7243 Construction Site
From 5 years.

7280 Straight & Crossroad
From 5 years.

7281 T-junction & Curve
From 5 years.

4511 High Speed Train
From 8 years.

4514 Cargo Crane
From 7 years.

4513 Grand Central Station
From 8 years.

4515 Straight Rails (8)
From 7 years.

4520 Curved Rails (8)
From 7 years.

4519 Cross Track
From 7 years.

4531 Points
From 7 years.
Keep on building in LEGO® City!
The brave Vikings are crossing stormy seas in search of new adventures. But their path is crossed by terrible monsters such as the bloodcurdling Midgard Serpent and the ferocious Fenris Wolf. Help these brave warriors fight off their awesome enemies with their amazing catapult.

7018
Viking Ship challenges the Midgard Serpent
From 7 years.

7017
Viking Catapult versus the Nidhogg Dragon
From 7 years.
7019
Viking Fortress against the Fafnir Dragon
From 7 years.

7015
Viking Warrior challenges the Fenris Wolf
From 7 years.

7016
Viking Boat against the Wyvern Dragon
From 7 years.
Large helicopter with twin front cockpits, working winch, trapping net, ATC on back with large hook and T-Rex trapping cage that can be carried via hook from bottom of helicopter. Set comes with four mini-figures and large buildable T-Rex with chomping jaw and light-up eyes and tongue and a flying raptor.

7298 Dino 2010 Air-Tracker
From 8 years.

7294 Dino 2010 Quad
From 6 years.
Large off-road 4WD vehicle with cage on back that can be winched into truck bed. Comes with mini-figure and 3 small raptors.

7296 Dino 2010 4WD Trapper From 7 years.

Large track vehicle (4 independent treads) that tows a large T-Rex trapping cage. Set comes with three mini-figures and large buildable T-Rex with chomping jaw and light-up eyes and tongue.

7297 Dino 2010 Track Transport From 7 years.

Lights up
Test your football skills with this stylish 2-a-side street football set. Control your players, play the game and may the best team win!
3570 Street Football
7-12 years.

Create and play out your own World Cup football match! Awesome football stadium complete with floodlights and scoreboard. Choose your teams' kit, control your players and shoot for the final! Also features carry-handle - easily transportable for fun on the go!
3569 Table Top Football
From 7 years.

It's vital to practice for the penalty shoot-out! Shoot at goal or at the challenge wall as you build up your kicking skills to be the best! A wicked set with real shooting action for all football heroes!
3568 Football Target Practice
From 7 years.
2006 is the year for classic Star Wars spaceships. Fly the Imperial Star Destroyer or take a ride on Jabba's Sail Barge! Your Star Wars adventure begins right here— and only ends where you want it to!
The Story so far ...

High above the clouds there is a mountain peak, the site of a desperate battle between two powerful forces.

This strange mountain is split in half and linked by a series of bridges. On the northern half of the peak live the humans — on the southern half, powerful, destructive robots.

Armed with incredible battle machines, the two sides battle on land and in the air for control of the mountain. A valiant team of young heroes, the EXO-FORCE™, pit their skill, intelligence, and the power of their armour against their robot enemies to defend the last stronghold of humanity.

The story of EXO-FORCE is a story about conflict ... heroes ... bravery in the face of overwhelming odds ... mystery ... and the ultimate battle of humans vs. machines. The showdown taking place on this mountain may well be the first spark in a firestorm that will engulf the world!!!

The battle of the Tenchi Bridge is about to begin!

www.EXO-FORCE.com
LEGO EXO-FORCE

= LIGHTS UP COCKPIT AND FIBRE OPTIC CABLE

ALERT!!!
WE'RE UNDER ATTACK...

TIME TO GEAR UP...

7700 STEALTH HUNTER
7-14 YEARS.

New
February

7701
GRAND TITAN
7-14 YEARS.

New
February
7705 GATE ASSAULT 7-14 YEARS.

7702 THUNDER FURY 7-14 YEARS.

7703 FIRE VULTURE 7-14 YEARS.

7704

7706 MOBILE DEFENCE TANK 7-14 YEARS.

New February

New February

New February

New August

www.LEGO.com
ROBOT LEADER TO ALL ROBOTS: ENGAGE THE FEEBLE HUMANS AND BREACH THEIR GATES. WE MUST GAIN TOTAL CONTROL OF THE MOUNTAIN. IMMEDIATELY!
The evil Piraka are equipped with two poisonous-looking Zamor Spheres and giant-sized weapons. Turn out the light and see their evil smiles glow in the dark! Combine them to make awesome combination models.

Eyes light up  Teeth glow in the dark  Shooting function

8719 Zamor Spheres From 7 years.

All new March
REIDAK

The gang’s notorious Matoran-hunter. Extremely strong and with great endurance, Reidak uses his power drill to create crafty, underground traps for his unsuspecting prey.
8900 Reidak
7-16 years.

ZAKTAN

Zaktan is the mysterious, frightening leader of the Piraka, whose three-bladed scissor tool can be used as a sword or to cut through virtually any substance.
8903 Zaktan
7-16 years.

AVAK

Trigger-happy chief of the Piraka’s armoury, Avak, has a rare talent for turning almost anything into a weapon. Carries a giant hacksaw that can both slice through any material and weld it back together again.
8904 Avak
7-16 years.

THOK

The Piraka’s cunning lone wolf, Thok, uses his chilling freeze gun to put every unwelcome intruder into ‘snow’ mode.
8905 Thok
7-16 years.

VEZOK

As bitter and corrosive as the dark sea he thrives in, Vezok finds a strange joy in harpooning anyone or anything that crosses his path.
8902 Vezok
7-16 years.

HAKANN

Merciless slave driver of Voya Nui’s Lava Lake. Uses his lava gun to ‘heat up’ anyone that doesn’t instantly follow his harsh commands.
8901 Hakann
7-16 years.

Piraka combination models: 8900+8903 / 8902+8905 / 8904+8901
See how to build the Piraka combination models in the building instructions

www.bionicle.com
MATORANS OF VOYANUI

All new January

8725 Balta 6-16 years.
8721 Velika 6-16 years.
8726 Dalu 6-16 years.
8722 Kazi 6-16 years.
8724 Garan 6-16 years.
8723 Purik 6-16 years.

BIONICLE

A big bundle of muscles with an even bigger heart. Axonn helps the Matoran in their resistance against the evil Piraka. His giant axe slices through even the hardest rock as if it were butter. Virtually invulnerable and able to make lava balls with his bare hands.

8733 Axonn
8-16 years.
Axonn and Brutaka used to be each other's best friends; now they're each other's worst enemies, locked in mortal combat for the fate of Voya Nui.

Former guardian of the sacred Temple of Life who has now joined forces with the Piraka. Brutaka uses his giant rotating blade to cut through any vegetation in his obsessive search for the Mask of Life.

8734 Brutaka
8-16 years.
Can the Toa Hordika make it past the mighty Kahgarak, the Visorak defenders, and the traps? These action-packed sets empower you to build and then play out the amazing BIONICLE® story with your friends.

8757
Visorak Battle Ram
From 7 years.
8759
Battle of Metru Nui
From 7 years.
3. 2. 1. Go!

LEGO® Power Racers offer a cool combination of high speed and crazy car stunts. Each model features a unique stunt: jump, balance on two wheels, spin or perform a wheelie - start practicing your stunts today!

- **8667** Action Wheelie
  - 7-12 years.

- **8670** Jump Master
  - 7-12 years.
Join the most famous Formula 1 team in the world!

Welcome to the legendary world of Ferrari Formula 1 racing. Help the Ferrari engineers to build a cool Formula 1 racer. And if you are going to win the grand prix, those pit stops need to be kept down to a minimum.

Try being a real champion and celebrate your victory on the winner's podium. Come on – there's no time to waste. Let's burn some rubber!

8654 Scuderia Ferrari Truck From 8 years.

Ferrari F430 Spider 1:17

8653 Enzo Ferrari 1:10 From 10 years.

8671 Ferrari 430 Spider 1:17
9-14 years.
Ferrari
Official Licensed Product

8672
Ferrari Finish Line
8-12 years.

8673
Ferrari F1 Fuel Stop
7-12 years.

8362
Ferrari F1 Racer 1:24
From 7 years.

8652
Enzo Ferrari 1:17
From 8 years.

8674
Ferrari F1 1:8
10-16 years.

New March

Pull-back motor

New August
Ultimate racing

Looking for some cool, unadulterated speed? Then look no further, than the amazing racers on these pages! Here you'll find everything from mean machines equipped with masses of chrome, spoilers, special graphics and glow-in-the-dark elements, to fast and furious radio-controlled racing cars. For the amazing outdoor Dirt Crusher, no route is too rough, too fast or too dangerous!

- 8649 Nitro Menace
  - From 10 years.
- 8651 Jumping Giant
  - From 8 years.
- 8650 Furious Slammer Racer
  - From 8 years.

Lights up in the dark

2x Pull-back-motor
Power to the RCs!

Get those wheels spinning with this awesome radio-controlled racer! With its big rugged tyres and cool design, this speed demon will lead the pack in any racing challenge. Off-road racer or monster truck – you can build the Red Beast RC any way you like!

8378 Red Beast RC
From 8 years.

8369 Dirt Crusher RC
From 9 years.

Battery and charger included!
Yet again, LEGO® Technic is proud to present a range of incredibly cool machines that copy their real-life counterparts down to the smallest detail. With LEGO Technic you can construct machines with true-to-life functionality – and then empower them with a motor or pneumatics! Technic – just like in real life!
1. BUILD
To see your ideas come to life, combine the RCX microcomputer with over 700 LEGO® elements, motors, touch sensors, and a light sensor. The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as the brain in your robotic invention.

2. PROGRAM
Use your PC, the Robotic Invention System software, and the RCX to create programs that control your robot’s behaviour. The easy-to-use programming language contains “Big Block” commands such as “Forward” and “Turn Left” to get you up and running quickly. Additional features such as control editors, branches, and variables, allow for more advanced programming.

3. RUN
Activate your robot and watch it take on a life of its own!

CREATE ROBOTS YOU CAN BRING TO LIFE AND CONTROL

Create robots that do what you want them to do. This new version of the Robotics Invention System introduces the next generation of robotics programming. The CD-ROM includes more than 25 exciting projects that let you build and program robotic inventions to perform tasks as varied as following a straight line, creating a burglar alarm, or drawing a picture. At the heart of your inventions is the RCX, a programmable microcomputer that reacts to its environment via touch sensors, light sensors and motors. Includes RCX microcomputer, CD-ROM with RCX Code and project ideas, USB Infra-red Transmitter, Constructopedia building guide, touch and light sensors, motors, gears and more than 700 LEGO elements. PC requirements: Windows 98/ME, Intel Pentium 233 MHz or higher processor, USB port, 32 MB of RAM.

3804
Robotics Invention System 2.0
From 12 years.

www.Mindstorms.com
WWW.LEGO.COM

Looking for a specific LEGO® brick, service item or set that you can’t find anywhere? Go to www.LEGOshop.com!

A huge selection, exclusive items and customer satisfaction - you’ll find them all at LEGOshop.com. It’s lots of fun and couldn’t be easier!

SHOP at HOME
A dream come true!

Visit LEGOLAND®, a theme park packed with action and food for your imagination! Join in the fun with cowboys, knights in shining armour and pirates. Dare yourself to try the wild roller coaster rides and take up the many other fun challenges – in LEGOLAND there’s something for every member of the family.

Wake up in the middle of LEGOLAND®
Check in at Hotel LEGOLAND® and enjoy direct access to all the fun of the LEGOLAND park. A new adventure is waiting for you right outside the door of your room!

www.LEGOLAND.dk

HOTEL LEGOLAND
Tlf.: 7533 1244

www.HotelLEGOLAND.dk
LEGO BATMAN

Coming soon, in a toy shop near you!